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Project goals & Motivation 
Our visualization project aims to do cultural analysis through the consumption and sharing of popular 
YouTube videos. This is inspired by an interest in content consumption habits of countries all over the 
world and what it reveals about relationships between them. By analyzing the data, we hope to give 
users insight into similarities and differences between countries’ media interests. 
 
Because the United States is one of the largest creators and propagators of content on YouTube, many 
comparisons will be made using the U.S. as a starting point.  
 
The visualization should:  

• Be intuitive and easy to navigate  
• Encourage users to interact and explore the visualizations more deeply 
• Give users a sense of types of content and their popularity within different countries  
• Give users a sense of types of countries represented and what their relationship with each other 

is 
 
Intended Audience and User Insights 
Our audience for this visualization is widespread. This visualization has a significant appeal to US 
individuals, as there is the most Youtube activity in this country. The trends itself are likely to be most 
interesting to individuals of a younger age, as youtube is a more omnipresent factor in their lives.  
 
In exploring our dataset, we came across several insights that we intend to portray to our users. For 
example, we discovered that there are different trends of popular videos in different kinds of country. 
The US tends to have many videos spread to a lot of different countries while Brazil and Japan tend to 
have videos that spread mostly to one other country. We also found that countries that speak the same 
language have tend to share a lot of the same YouTube content, especially in Music. Finally, through our 
first 2 visualizations we tend to focus less on specific videos and more on macro trends, but in our final 
visualization we seek to solidify trends using a comparison between two countries with a categories 
breakdown. For instance, when comparing the US and Canada, an individual can see these two 
countries share most Music videos.  
 
These are only a few of the insights we determined from our exploratory data analysis. Besides more the 
simple trends like content distribution and categorical breakdown, we feel that users will enjoy 
comparing and contrasting different countries and making conclusions themselves based on the data 
presented in our visualizations. 
 
Data Source and Post-Processing 
The data was obtained through a research group that one of our group members was involved in. The 
data contains top 50 “most popular” videos of each day collected through a period of 6 months. The 
popularity is defined by the YouTube Application Programming The original paper the data collection 
process as follows: 
 
 We collected the 50 most popular videos for each of 74 countries over 6 months from November 
15th 2014 to April 5th 2015 approximately 40,700 observations per day for a total of 4,979,077 
observations and 561,931 unique videos. Each observation contains the date, category, title, tags, video 
duration, average view duration, comments, and popularity metrics, including the number of views, likes, 
dislikes, and shares for that day. 
 



We preprocessed the data so that we only analyze YouTube contents with well-defined “source” 
countries. We first grouped the data by unique date of collections and removed the videos which appear 
in the multiple countries when they first appear in the top list since we cannot assume where this video 
first became popular if there are ties. We repeat this process with all categories and acquired source 
country, where the video first become popular, for each content.  
 
After filtering all videos with single source country, we collected the number of unique countries the 
video became popular under the same category. We define this value as “reach”, which we use as a 
metric for the size of information spread and cultural diffusion.  
The data was collected through Google API, which gives top 50 popular videos in different categories, 
namely Tech, Travel, Comedy, News, Sports, Music, People, Film, Entertainment, and Games. The 
source data was created by collecting top lists of all categories in 74 different countries. For this reason, 
one video can appear in a top list of different categories. For example, one video might  appear in the 
top list for both “Games” and “Entertainment”. In this project, we treated those videos separately, and 
when one video appears in two categories, we counted as two.  
 
Tools Used 
We used Python to pre-process the data, topoJSON for the world map, d3 for implementation of the 
graphics, and bootstrap for the styling.  
 
Design Process 
Map 
The initial implementation of the world map was inspired by the migration map from Metrocosm. We 
explored different visual channels for the animation of the particles, particularly, velocity and intervals. 
Initially, we scaled the velocity of particles to show the frequency of diffusion; however this visual 
channel was difficult to identify since the distance between two countries are not related to our data, but 
still skewed the view of our visualization. In the final design, we scale the interval by literally sending the 
particles with smaller intervals for frequent diffusion. We also explored the use of d3.ease to manipulate 
the animation of particles so they look more “diffusing” across the world. We were able to create this 
effect by using polynomial ease, in which the particle accelerates near the source and decelerates near 
the end of the path. In the final design, however, we decided to use linear ease without acceleration 
since it was easier to interpret and it revealed some patterns that we were overlooking with polynomial 
ease.  
 
Heatmap 
Our heatmap went under several revisions to arrive at our final product. Initially, we wanted to compare 
each country to each other based on genre. We thought this would be a good way to compare the 
countries directly to each other and see how the differ in the different categories (music, news, tech, 
etc…). After doing some exploratory data analysis, we unfortunately found that most of the comparisons 
looked very much the same and it was difficult to understand any societal or cultural differences. Even 
after applying different levels of scaling, there was not enough of an easily recognizable difference for 
the visualization to have any merit. Going back to the drawing board, we broadened our scope and 
explored ways to compare all the countries to each other at the same time. This is how we landed on the 
singular, large heatmap that is on the visualization. We initially had a form of quantified sorting that 
differed than the default alphabetical view. However, we found the alphabetical view to have a very 
natural distribution and enabled the user to organically spot differences between countries, so we 
removed the sort and replaced it with the tooltip for comparison. We also tried out a logarithmic scale, 
but found that the distribution of red visually appeared better with the regular quantile scaling over the 
logarithmic. Overall, we picked a combination of factors that help to portray our message as well as 
appear visually stimulating to the user.  
 
Stacked Bars 



The last visualization is supposed to serve as a more in depth visualization of the world map. Initially, we 
wanted to show a stacked bar visualization that showed the percentage of videos that became popular 
from country X in country Y and vice-versa. For instance, if we are comparing the US and Brazil and the 
US had a total of 100 videos and 5 of them became popular in Brazil first, 95% of US’ bar is one color 
and 5% is the overlap. Similarly, if Brazil had 100 videos and 20 of them became popular in the US first, 
80% of the bar is one color and 20% is the overlap. We presented this idea in our poster session but all 
the feedback that we received indicated that it was too confusing and not intuitive to understand. 
Instead, we pursued a design similar to a venn diagram, which is familiar to most people. We considered 
using circles and diamonds but we realized the bar venn diagrams were the most space efficient 
especially considering that we wanted to show the breakdown in different categories. The bars are 
currently sorted from the least overlap to most overlap, which means the order of the categories is 
different every time two new countries are selected.  
 
Final Design 
Our final design incorporates three visualizations at different levels of specificity, from broad to specific. 
The first is a very general overview of video propagation and where it happens on a global level. By 
toggling different source countries and observing for several seconds, viewers can tell that the particles 
streaming from a source country may tend to bundle towards a specific region, indicating a stronger 
relationship between the source country and the country(ies) in the receiving region. The primary visual 
channel that was utilized here was movement and distance. The second visualization reveals a different 
aspect of viral videos around the world – namely, how far they spread. When the user hovers over each 
square, they will see the number of videos originating from the country listed above the square’s 
respective column and how many other countries they became popular in. By observing this heatmap, 
users will notice that certain countries tend to “send” more videos than others – Uganda’s (UG) videos 
tend to only be more popular within Uganda (reach of one country means it is popular within that 
country), while videos from the United States (US) enjoy greater popularity around the world. The primary 
visual channel here is saturation/intensity. Our final visualization aims to reveal more about the 
relationships between two countries by illustrating direct overlaps (the white region representing videos 
that become popular in both countries) within each genre of YouTube video. For example, in our default 
visualization, the UK and the US demonstrate the most similarities in the Gaming genre. The primary 
visual channel here is length. 
 
Each visualization, from top to bottom, primes the viewer for the message that the next visualization 
provides. We wanted the audience to be naturally curious about the nature of video propagation 
illustrated at the top, prompting them to interact with and read about the other parts of the website.  
 
The map at the top was purposely designed at a very broad level in order to encourage users to discover 
more through the other visualizations on the page. Therefore, a tradeoff is that the user cannot zoom in 
towards each country to learn more about the specifics of its videos.  
 
Future Considerations 
Categorical Breakdown for the World Map 
In addition to current implementation of the tooltips, which we only display the total number of videos, 
we want to show categorical breakdown of videos with a pie chart. This will help the users register the 
concept of video categories. We also speculate that this information will reflect  the cultural value of  
each country to some degree. We were not able to implement this since it requires non-trivial amount of 
pre-processing.  
 
Tooltip for Stacked Bar Graph 
We would like to add a tooltip to our last visualization to show how many videos are in the overlap and 
are unique to each country as an informative tool. In the current visualization, the user has no idea how 
each bar is scaled (it is scaled according to the longest bar) so hopefully the video count tooltip could 
give the user more of an idea of how each bar is scaled.  



 
Preset Combinations for Stacked Bar Graph 
We would have liked to include preset combinations for the two countries in the last visualization. This 
would narrow down the options and would allow users to observe the most significant relationships 
between two countries, because there are many combinations that don’t have much overlap. 
 
Member Contributions  
All members were responsible for brainstorming and the documentation of the project. Kenta was mainly 
responsible for the world map, Greg implemented the heatmap, Cristina coded the stacked bar graphs 
with Kenta’s and Sophia’s help on data pre-processing, and Sophia was responsible for designing our 
system and integrating the different visualizations. The part that took most of our time was brainstorming 
and coming up with different designs after receiving feedback. Greg also had to spend a lot of time 
refactoring the heatmap as we realized that our initial design was not aesthetically feasible with our 
actual data. Finally, Greg filmed and edited the video.  
 
	


